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Beauty is wherever we allow ourselves to find it, so therefore it is aesthetically lawless. Beauty is so intangible, inconsistent and 
elusive a word, almost impossible to describe, with no set formula or principle and totally subjective. It is an arrogant adjective, 
it needs no explanation or justification – it stands proud without excuse. 

We all aspire to beautification, as if this attribute would enhance every area of our lives and senses. It is the Absolute, the 
pinnacle of all our aspirations. Beauty is not certified so what actually condones it? Is it an elevation of an ideal? Is the object of 
beauty and the viewer mutually exclusive, or is it dependent on whoever is looking at it, is it reliant on a viewer? “Beauty being 
in the eye of the beholder”. Regarding the commerce and value of beauty does it begin and end with appearance, by just offering 
itself for admiration, is it a vehicle for what we perceive as goodness and truth, or does it prove a meaningful context   for order 
and harmony? Beauty rightly or wrongly stands independently and can chose whether it comes under the reign of concepts, or 
carry the weighty responsibilities of social representation, political and religious issues. 

Is beauty for beauty s sake without truth, therefore rendering it totally insincere? And if that is the case where does that leave the 
decorative arts? I have always been drawn to conventional notions and ideologies of pulchritude, and purposefully deal with 
beautiful subject matter in my work through flowers and fashion figures. All of the work is impressionistic rather than 
representational: my concerns lie in capturing the fleeting moment of occurrence rather than illuminating narrative and detail. 

I take inspiration from subjects of  “conventional beauty” and am interested in their place in the commercial world – their 
influence on everyday life, whether that manifests itself through fashion, graphics, packaging, media or the arts. 

Presently my work is in the form of installation and addresses amongst other things, semiotics and clothes as signifiers: 
appearance, revealment and absence. Recent work involves darning needles, embroidery rings, threads, wardrobes, sewing and 
various fabrics and embellishments. The tensions of beauty and cruelty – found within the films of Powell and Pressburger, the 
theatricality of Catholicism, the Baroque and also Camp aesthetic. These areas of interest link back to the investigations I began 
on my fashion degree at Liverpool John Moores University and are exposing themselves in the work I am currently producing. 
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